
40,000 pounds of cargo to the Continent. Two other
C-141 flights were made, one on November 20 to
transport a VIP visitor party, and another on
December 1 to airlift a collection of seals, penguins,
and skuas to the continental United States.

Nuclear Power Operations,
Deep Freeze 68-69

Other Highlights
A highlight of the season was the arrival in De-

cember of the squadron's new LC-130R Hercules. An
improved version of the LC-130F, this new ski-
equipped transport possesses advanced communica-
tions and navigation equipment and is capable of
carrying up to three times the payload of its predeces-
sor "F" model, four of which have been with the
squadron since 1960. The new aircraft, which has been
named Aotearoa (the Maori name for New Zealand—
"Land of the Long White Cloud"), is a welcome
addition to the squadron's operational capability.

December also included a period of record activity
by the squadron—between December 15 and 22, 574
flight hours were logged, while 1,214,000 pounds of
cargo and petroleum products were delivered to out-
lying stations. During the same period, 286 passengers
were manifested on VXE-6 flights, and the squad-
ron's pararescue team amassed 40 practice parachute
jumps.

Conclusion
That the Antarctic Air Group completed a highly

successful, accident-free season, during which planned
objectives were generally met or exceeded, is a tribute
to the dedication and skill of the flight and mainte-
nance crews, but it is also a reflection of the cooper-
ation that exists between the interdependent organiza-
tions and individuals comprising the antarctic pro-
gram. Particularly notable is the c 1 ose relationship be-
tween the personnel of the National Science Founda-
tion and of the aviation elements. The aviation effort
also owes much to the who l ehearted support of the
meteorologists, communicators, air traffic controllers,
airfield maintenancemen, and other specialists of Ant-
arctic Support Activities. Perhaps nowhere more
than in the Antarctic is the interdependence of units
and individuals so vividly demonstrated.

Intra-Antarctic Cargo and Passenger Statistics

	

Number	Tonnage	Tonnage	Passengers

	

Station or Camp	 of flights	delivered'	backhauled' transported

Amundsen-Scott
South Pole	 128	1,153	170	992

	

Brockton ............... 12	50	21	58

	

Byrd ....................190	1,762	151	854

	

Hallett ................. 17	93	56	184

	

Plateau ................. 11	22	49	66
Ellsworth Land Camps	 422	186	39	150

	

Other
s
 ................. 20	48	30	144

	

Totals .............. 420	3,314	516	2,448

Includes passenger weights.
2 Includes aborted flights.

Byrd Substation, Vostok, and miscellaneous field party sites.

EDWIN D. GROOVER

Chief Equipment Operator, USN
Naval Nuclear Power Unit

Fort Belvoir, Virginia

1

'liii Photo by II. ('.Steiner

Fig. 1. In the near future, the electrical power produced by the
PM-3A (background) will be conveyed to the main staticn in these
newly installed conduits, which will replace overhead transmission

lines.

Operation of the PM-3A nuclear power plant
during crew Vii's Deep Freeze 68 tenure was notably
successful. Although plant availability was slightly less
in calendar year 1968 than in the previous year, a
greater quantity of electrical energy was produced.
Fresh-water production also increased significantly.
Major projects accomplished during the Deep Freeze
69 summer included the installation of a resistor in
the neutral bus of the PM-3A's main generator, relo-
cation of the high-pressure demineralizer to a position
out:ide the containment system, and replacement of
the pressurizer relief valves.

Electrical and Water Production Data
The nuclear power plant's availability to meet

McMurdo Station's electrical power requirements for
calendar year 1968 was 85.05 percent, down 1.19 per-
cent from the previous year. It should be noted, how-
ever, that both total electrical production and the
amount of exported electrical energy increased, to 10
kilowatt-ho.'rs and 7.86 )< 10° kwh respectively.' The
plant's availability and electrical energy production
are summarized in Table 1, which includes figures for
the diesel-fuel equivalent of the nuclear energy pro-
duction.

1 Exported. energy equals total production minus that energy
consumed by the power plant itself.
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Table 1. Summary of Electrical Energy Production

Calendar
year	 I	Availability'

1968	...........................85.05%
1967	...........................86.24%
1966	..........................%.77.42%
1965	......................... --60.87%
1964	......................... --35.89%
1963	............................42.20
1962	---------------------------29.03%

Totals

Authorized and capable of, or actually, exporting
power to station.

2 Taken from PM-3A weekly operating reports.
Computed with a conversion factor (13.48 kwh/gallon

Diesel-fuel

	

Kilowatt-hours produced	equivalent of net
production

	

Gross2	I	Net	 (gallons)

	

10,000,000	 7,680,000	 569,733

	

9,550,000	 7,400,000	 548,961

	

8,690.000	 6,780,000	 502,967

	

6,916,000	 5,240,000	 388,7245

	

3,240,000	 2,410,000	 178,783

	

4,123,000	 3,267,600	 242,4045

	

2,336,000	 1,803,0l0	 133,757°

	

44,855,000	I	34,580,640	1	2,565,329

of DFA) derived from actual White diesel operation
in 1967.
Estimate of exported electricity.
Supersedes previously reported data.

With the installation last year of the second water-
distillation unit 2, water production became more than
sufficient to meet the needs of McMurdo Station and
the PM-3A. This method of producing fresh water
has completely supplanted the earlier methods of
melting snow and collecting lake water. Water pro-
duction in 1967 and 1968 is shown in Table 2 ac-
cording to energy source. The relatively large amount
of water produced by diesel fuel in 1968 (over 1.34
million gallons, or 38.25 percent of the year's total)
results from the fact that McMurdo Station's electrical
demand is beginning to approach the maximum
energy capacity of the PM-3A. Therefore, on those
occasions when the gross electrical requirement ap-
proaches 1,800 kw, it is more economical to power the
water-distillation units with diesel fuel and keep the
full electrical load on the PM-3A than to split the
electrical distribution system and place part of the
load on the White diesel-electric plant.

Table 2. Water Production and Fuel Equivalency (Gallons)

	

1967	 1968

	

By nuclear energy ------------------------1,943,432	2,167,768

	

By diesel fuel ............................. 516,349	1,143,123

Total	..................................... 2,459,781	3,510,891
Diesel-fuel equivalent of nuclear power*	 56,693	63,237

*Computed with a conversion factor (34.28 gals water per gal DFA) derived
from Cleaver-Brooks usage of 17.5 gals/hr of DFA and 1he distillation units'
normal water output of 600 gals/hr/unit.

To further secure economical operation in winter,
when McMurdo's population is at its smallest, the
evaporators were operated at a higher output level
than consumption required, with the excess being ac-
cumulated in the 55,000-gallon freshwater storage
tank. This permitted periodic 6-day shutdowns of the

2 Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 4, p. 147.

water-distillation plant. Thus, the inefficiency of low-
rate production was avoided.

Winter Operations, Deep Freeze 68
With the advent of winter, Crew VII settled down

to routine operations, but, like all previous crews, it
was plagued with several unscheduled shutdowns of
the reactor. The most significant of these occurred on
Friday, September 13, 1968, when the power cable for
the reactor-coolant pump failed at the point where it
enters the containment vessel. Lacking a replacement
penetration assembly, Crew VII had to fahricat', test,
and install one by the most expedient irteans ('on-
sistent with safety considerations. This was speedily
done, and the power plant was back oil line by
September 24.

In addition to its direct operational tasks, Crew
VII conducted a winter-long training progralll. This
resulted in the certification during Crew Vii's
tenure of 12 men as watch supervisors, 5 as equip-
rnent operators, and 3 as control-room operators. The
training effort laid a sound basis for the annual crew
change in the early part of Deep Freeze 69.

Crew Relief
Crew VIII arrived atMcMurdo Station in October

1968 to begin an intensive in-plant training schedule
designed to complete its preparation for assuming the
responsibility of safely and efficiently operating the
nuclear power plant during its 1968-1969 tenure. The
members of Crew VIII performed commendably
before the qualifying board, which subjected them to
intensive oral examination prior to certifying individ-
uals for positions as operators or maintenance techni-
cians. On November 5, 1968 (the 6th, local tiiltr), Lt.
James P. Kurtz, CEC, USN, relieved U. Collldr.
Arthur D. Kohler, Jr., CEC, USN, as officer-in-
charge, and the PM-3A became the responsibility of
Crew VIII.
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Summer Maintenance and Modifications
Annual maintenance on the many and varied sys-

tei ns was accomplished with dispatch, along with
some modification projects. Significant modifications
effected d - ring the Deep Freeze 69 summer season
included the following:

1. Installation of a resistor in the neutral bus
of the PM-3A's main generator to limit elec-
trical failures due to the grounding of one phase
of the three-phase electrical system. This is one
of the steps necessary to allow extended parallel
operations with the White diesel-electric gener-
ating plant in the future.

2. Relocation of the high-pressure dernineralizer to
a position outside the containment vessel en-
closing the primary system. This modification
will permit routine recharging of the demin-
eralizer resins (which purify the coolant water)
with no interruption of reactor operation.

3. Replacetiment of relief valves in the primary sys-
teiii's pressurizer. The formiter 1)o1)1)et-ty1)C valves
were replaced with pilot-type valves in order to
reduce P1esslire leakage to a negligible level
while hopefully gaining other advantages.

The latter two modifications both required re-
routing of h gh-pressure piping. Consequently, certain
ones of Crew Viii's mechanical technicians were
given l)I'edeploymnent training in the art of welding on
high-pressure systems. The welding procedures for
which these personnel were certified were based on
the standards of the Naval Shi p Systems Command
and the Army Nuclear Power Program, and had the
approval of the Naval Facilities Engineering Com-
mand.

Plans for Plant Modifications
The only major PM-3A modification presently

being planned is a two-part project to permit the
future use of a new kind of core. The Type IV core,
wliich contains lower enrichment LTO2 rather than
the fully enriched cermet fuel in previous cores, is
expected to increase the period between refuelings
from slightly under 3 to almost 5 operational years.
Although of the same overall size as the present Type
II core, the Type IV is considerably heavier-3,250
pOlin(1s, as coIIul)ared with 1.68Y.

To accommodate the increased weight, it will be
necessary to structurally strengthen the fuel transfer
dolly (Fig. 2) that is used to convey a depleted core
from the reactor tank to an adjacent storage tank.
The spent-core rack in time storage tank also must be
strengthened. Accomplishment of this modification is
planned for the Deep Freeze 70 summer season.

The corresponding weights for uranium content are 597
kg and 33 kg, respectively. The Type IV (ore is of the pellet-
ill-tube type.

Fig. 2. This remotely operated dolly is employed to transfer a used
core from the reactor tank to the spent-fuel tank (photo below).
Visible in the lower photo are the dolly operating cables (lower
left and right) and a portion of the inter-tank tunnel in which
the dolly is positioned when not in use. (Normally, the spent-fuel
tank is filled with water to a level just above the heating coils;

these photos were taken during refueling operations.)

U.S. Navy Photos
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VXE-6 Achieves Safety Mark

Antarctic Development Squadron Six recently com-
pleted 30,000 consecutive flight hours without an
accident. That mark was passed on May 14, 1969,
while Comdr. Eugene W. Van Reeth, the squadron's
commanding officer, was at the controls of one of the
unit's five LC-130 Hercules aircraft. The 30,000-
hour figure, which includes both transport-plane and
helicopter time, is the equivalent of one aircraft
flying 24 hours a day for nearly 3-1/2 years.

Particular pride is taken in the achievement be-
cause it includes many hours of operation under con-
ditions not faced by many other aviation organizations,
as Comdr. Van Reeth pointed out at the ceremony
marking the achievement.
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